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INTRODUCTION

Cybersecurity threats are becoming more frequent, more sophisticated, and more
destructive, "gradually eroding society's trust in digital infrastructure."1 As technology
continues to advance and every facet of daily life becomes increasingly connected, both
the likelihood and the cost of a cybersecurity failure rises dramatically.2 Technologists and
cybersecurity experts worldwide recognize this concerning trend, but it is still not widely
understood by many government leaders, business executives, or the general public.3
Because of the nature of these threats, "perhaps more than any [other] twenty first century
economic and national security challenge, cybersecurity demands a greater sense of shared
responsibility and collective action."4

As a result, federal regulators have sought to address this risk through guidances,
voluntary information sharing under the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act, and
enforcement actions across numerous industries. A series of widely publicized data
breaches, the Trump administration's ongoing regulatory review, and an executive order
on cybersecurity have "redirected a spotlight on the merits, disadvantages and pitfalls of
regulation in this field. State legislatures and regulators have also moved into this area."
Yet, no common policy or legal framework currently fully unifies these disparate efforts.
Consequently, businesses of all sizes now confront a "regulatory paradigm in the context
of enterprise-facing requirements-a confusing patchwork of obligations to implement
cybersecurity programs."7 Members of the private sector argue that these "inconsistencies

1 NAT'L SEC. TELECOMM. ADVISORY COMM., NSTAC REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT ON A
CYBERSECURITY MOONSHOT 1 (2018),
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/DRAFTNSTACReportToThePresidentOnA
CybersecurityMoonshot_508c.pdf [hereinafter NSTAC REPORT].
2 Id.
3 Id.
a Id.
5 David Forscey et al., Cybersecurity Is the Next Frontier of State Regulation, LAw360 (May 11,
2017), https://www.law360.com/articles/922786/cybersecurity-is-the-next-frontier-of-state-
regulation.
6 Id.
? Id.
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across state data breach notification laws affect business performance, confuse consumers,
and generate perverse litigations incentives."8

Further complicating matters is that often the principal costs of a cybersecurity
attack are not borne by the initial victim but instead by innocent third party bystanders,
such as consumers, financial institutions, and credit institutions, "leading to negative
externalities and misaligned incentives to improve cybersecurity risk behaviors." 9 With the
ever-increasing frequency of cyber-attacks on organizations and the mounting public harm
caused by organizations' cybersecurity risk behaviors, this note proposes that a uniform
federal cybersecurity regulation mandating cybersecurity standards is needed to address
the scale, severity, and complexity of the cybersecurity threats we, as a nation, are facing.
This note also proposes that this regulation should provide for corporate criminal liability
in data breach cases where the corporation was either (1) "on notice" of vulnerabilities in
its cyber infrastructure or (2) had contemporaneous knowledge of a cyber breach, and (3)
chose not to take measures to either prevent the breach or mitigate the harm caused by it,
thus, acting criminally negligent. As Senator Susan Collins eloquently stated, "Simply put,
the current threat posed by cyber actors is too great and the vulnerability of existing
information systems operating critical infrastructure too widespread to depend solely upon
voluntary measures to protect the most essential of these systems upon which our country
and citizens depend." 0

Part II of this note explains the importance of cybersecurity through the lens of the
unique diversity of harms that result from cyber-attacks and breaches, as well as the
magnitude, breadth, and severity of those resulting harms. Part III illustrates the role
corporations play in the cybersecurity field and the far-reaching impact their business
decisions regarding cybersecurity can have by examining select data breach cases where
innocent third parties' sensitive data ultimately was compromised because of
vulnerabilities in the corporation's information systems. Part IV provides an overview of
the current cybersecurity regulatory landscape on both the federal and state level as well as
issues created by the lack of uniform cybersecurity regulation. Finally, Part V discusses
why the creation of a uniform cybersecurity regulatory framework that provides for
corporate criminal liability in certain data breach instances is necessary to effectively
incentivize investment in adequate cybersecurity to minimize cyberthreat risks and public
harm.

I. WHY CYBERSECURITY MATTERS

To better understand the importance of cybersecurity, one must understand the
unique diversity of harms that cybersecurity is attempting to counter, including harm to
individuals, harm to business interests, and harm to national security. The first purpose of
cybersecurity is to prevent and mitigate harm to individuals." This harm often involves

8 Id.
9 NSTAC REPORT, supra note 1, at 1.

0 S. REP. No. 114-32, at 19 (2015) (Additional Views of Sen. Susan Collins).
" Jeff Kosseff, Defining Cybersecurity Law, 103 IOWA L. REv. 985, 1007 (2018).
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privacy violations as well as financial harm.12 The second purpose is to prevent economic
harm to companies.1 3 A recent study estimated that the aggregate cost of data breaches will
exceed $2 trillion in 2019."` Thus, cybersecurity law should attempt to reduce these
negative impacts both on individual companies and the economy as a whole." Third,
cybersecurity is needed to protect the national security interests of the United States, as
attacks on critical infrastructure can severely harm national security.1 6 Thus, in light of the
ever increasing number of attacks and increasing magnitude of harm resulting from each
successful breach, adequate cybersecurity is critical for the prevention of such harm."

A. Increasing Number of Attacks

Despite increased knowledge about the importance of organizations having
adequate cybersecurity to protect data and information systems and an increased awareness
of the detrimental, global impact resulting from a cyber breach, massive security breaches
continue to occur, and the frequency of these breaches continues to increase. Last year
alone, a number of high-profile data exposures were revealed including Equifax, Uber,
Verizon, Ai.Type (Israel), DU Caller (China), Taringa! (Argentina), and Zomato (India),
demonstrating that even organizations with substantial resources and expertise in data and
technology can find themselves inadequately defended and unprepared.8 Risk Based
Security, a risk analytics company, reported that, overall, seven billion records were
exposed in the first three quarters of 2017, about four times the number from the same
period in 2016.19 Just in the course of writing this note, British Airways admitted that in
less than a two-week period over 380,000 customers had their data stolen as a result of a
data breach.20 Marriott announced that its Starwood reservation system had been breached

12 Id.
13 Id.
' Id. at 1008.
' Id. at 1009.
16 Id. at 1010.
"7 See generally Rob Sobers, 60 Must-Know Cybersecurity Statistics for 2019, VARONIS: INSIDE
OUT SECURITY BLOG (Apr. 4, 2019), https://www.varonis.com/blog/cybersecurity-statistics/
(Resource for additional information about the magnitude of the harm that can result from a cyber
breach. Author compiled sixty cybersecurity statistics to give "a better idea of the current state of
overall security, and paint a picture of how potentially dire leaving your company unsecure can
be.").
18 ONLINE TR. ALL., CYBER INCIDENT & BREACH TRENDS REPORT 3 (2018),
https://www.otalliance.org/system/files/files/initiative/documents/ota cyberincidenttrendsrepo
rtjan2018.pdf.
19 Id.
20 British Airways Admits that over 380,000 Customers Had Their Data Stolen, THE ECONOMIST
(Sept. 9, 2018), https://www.economist.com/gulliver/2018/09/09/british-airways-admits-that-over-
380000-customers-had-their-data-stolen.
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by hackers, affecting a staggering 500 million guests over a four-year period.21 As the
amount of data exposed increases, so too does the financial impact and resulting harm.

B. Nature of the Resulting Harm

What makes cybersecurity unique and of the utmost importance is the breadth,
magnitude, and long-term impact of the harm that results. A cyber security breach can
result in severe economic harm, cutting across all industries and sectors, with the capability
of harming millions, and sometimes billions, of innocent third parties. Additionally,
national security can be compromised and critical infrastructure crippled, possibly
plunging entire nation states into darkness.

1. National Security and Threat to Critical Infrastructure

In a recent committee report, the National Security Telecommunications Advisory
Committee (NSTAC) predicted that over the next ten years, the United States will
experience "more severe and physically destructive cyber-attacks than any seen to date,"
posing "an existential threat to the American people's fundamental way of life." 2 2 These
threats can pose issues of national security, an issue which is particularly relevant and of
concern in light of the previously mentioned recent Marriott breach. Perhaps more than
any other incident before it, Marriott's breach admission highlights the "immediate need
to treat the protection of personal data stored on servers as a top national-security
priority." 23

The reason the Marriott breach has raised national security concerns is that the
Marriott theft differed in scope from other high-profile corporate hacks. 24 Though credit
card numbers were stolen in this breach as well, unlike other high profile corporate hacks,
the Marriott intrusion also involved more than the information used in payment
transactions. 25 Breaching a hotel reservation system would also net passport numbers, birth
dates, cellphone numbers, hotel arrival and departure dates - a "mountain of personal
information that is less useful to common cybercriminals than it might be to a nation-state
interested in monitoring certain individuals deemed 'of interest. "'26 Professor Jesse
Varsalone, an associate professor of computer networks and cybersecurity at the University
of Maryland, posits that the information accessed is more likely to involve watching

21 Seena Gressin, Div. of Consumer & Bus. Educ., FTC, The Marriott Data Breach, FED. TRADE

COMMISSION CONSUMER INFO. (Dec. 4, 2018),
https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/blog/2018/12/marriott-data-breach.
22 NSTAC REPORT, supra note 1, at 3.
23 Jesse Varsalone, The Marriott Data Breach Exposes a Wider, Potentially More Nefarious
Cyberthreat, WASH. POST (Dec. 11, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-
marriott-data-breach-exposes-a-wider-potentially-more-nefarious-
cyberthreat/2018/12/11/f0bld9ce-fd4a-11e8-862a-
b6a6f3ce8199_story.html?utm_term=.ce la06d5b5c4.24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id.
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individuals who have key roles in either government or business.2 7 In a recent article for
the Washington Post, Professor Varsalone writes, "For any individual, group or nation-
state focused on, say, the foreign ties of adversarial countries or political operatives,
information about who checked in to a given hotel, in a given country, on a given day could
be invaluable." 28

As further evidence that the motives behind the Marriott intrusion may not have
been solely financial, Professor Varsalone highlights that if the stolen credit card
information was simply being sold on the dark web, it is unlikely that tracing the theft to
a Starwood security compromise would have taken four years. 29 This is because stolen
credit card information is typically sold and used very quickly, alerting consumers and
financial institutions shortly thereafter that sensitive account information may have been
compromised.30

2. Financial Harm to Innocent Third Parties and Costs Related to Data Breaches

Besides posing a threat to national security and critical infrastructure, cyber
breaches additionally result in significant financial harm to innocent third parties. A study
sponsored by IBM Security and conducted by the Ponemon Institute, found that the 2017
average cost of a data breach of less than 100,000 records worldwide was $3.86 million
which was an increase of 6.4% from the prior year.31 The average cost in the United States
was $7.91 million per breach incident, a 5% increase from the prior year.32 However, using
statistical modeling to project the cost of mega breaches (breaches of more than one million
records), the study found that the average cost of a data breach of one million compromised
records is nearly $40 million while at 50 million records, the estimated total cost of a breach
is $350 million dollars. 33 Additionally, in the cases of mega breaches, immediately
following the breach, the exact amount of the resulting financial harm can often prove
difficult to quantify as the harm is often borne by sometimes millions of innocent third
parties, including consumers, shareholders, and other organizations. Further complicating
efforts to determine the definitive amount of resulting financial harm is that one unique
characteristic of data breaches is that the full extent of the harm is not typically immediately
known, as the harm to innocent third parties may not occur until years down the road,34 or

2? Id.
28 Id.
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 PONEMON INST., 2018 COST OF A DATA BREACH STUDY: GLOBAL OVERVIEW 3 (2018),
https://databreachcalculator.mybluemix.net/assets/2018_GlobalCostof_a_DataBreachReport.
pdf.
32 Id.
33 Press Release, IBM, IBM Study: Hidden Costs of Data Breaches Increase Expenses for
Businesses (July 11, 2018), https://www.pmewswire.com/news-releases/ibm-study-hidden-costs-
of-data-breaches-increase-expenses-for-businesses-300679124. html.
34 In the Equifax breach, it is known that a breach happened, and the personal information of 143
million people was stolen, but, seventeen months after the breach, the stolen data has still not been
found. Kate Fazzini, The Great Equifax Mystery: 17 months later, the stolen data has never been
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is only more fully ascertained during the ongoing investigation following the breach.
However, as evidenced by the following cyber breach examples, the magnitude of the
financial harm that can result from a cyber breach can be immense, which further highlights
why incentivizing organizations to ensure they are adequately protecting their information
technology infrastructures in an effort to prevent a breach from occurring is of the utmost
importance.

For example, the 2017 Equifax breach resulted in 453 million people's sensitive data
being compromised as a result of a vulnerability in the information system which the
Department of Homeland Security had previously warned the CEO of Equifax about.35

According to Equifax's third quarter 2018 results, it has spent $430.5 million on the
incident, which includes costs such as technology and security investment, legal and
investigative fees, and product liability.36 Equifax reported in February 2020 that its 2017
data breach has cost it $1.7 billion related to the incident, incremental data and security
costs, and expenses, net of insurance recoveries, 37 with some estimating that total costs
related to the breach could ultimately reach $9.5 billion.38

Another example of a breach that resulted in severe financial harm was the 2017
WannaCry breach. Once the WannaCry ransomware was activated to unleash devastation,
it quickly spread to reportedly more than 100 countries in less than twenty-four hours,
attacking through a vulnerability that Microsoft had discovered and issued a security patch
for a couple of months earlier.39 However, hackers were counting on organizations being
slow to apply the security patches, and they were correct.40 The estimated losses of the
WannaCry ransomware are currently up to $4 billion.4'

3. Magnitude and Global Impact/Number of People Harmed

Another unique characteristic of a cyber breach is the ability of the resulting harm
to increase at an exponential rate and for an indefinite period of time-similar to a "ripple

found, and experts are starting to suspect a spy scheme, CNBC, Feb. 13, 2019,
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/13/equifax-mystery-where-is-the-data.html.
3s John McCrank & Jim Finkle, Equifax Breach Could Be Most Costly in Corporate History,
REUTERS (Mar. 2, 2018, 9:05 AM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-equifax-cyber/equifax-
breach-could-be-most-costly-in-corporate-history-idUSKCN1 GE257.
36 Press Release, Equifax, Equifax Releases Third Quarter 2018 Results (Oct. 24, 2018),
https://investor.equifax.com/news-and-events/news/2018/10-24-2018-212657646.
37 Eric Mandel, Decade of Growth: Equifax Reveals Cybersecurity Hack Affecting Millions of
People, ATLANTA BUSINESS JOURNAL (Mar. 27, 2020),
https://www.bizjoumals.com/atlanta/news/2020/03/27/equifax-reveals-cybersecuity-hack-
affecting-up-to. html
38 Phil Muncaster, Equifax Breach Settlement Could Cost Firm Billions, INFOSECURITY MAGAZINE
(Jan. 17, 2020), https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/equifax-breach-settlement-could/
39 Mark Fulford, 4 of the Most Expensive Cyber Attacks of2017, BLoG LBMC (Oct. 19, 2017),
https://www.lbmcinfonmationsecurity.com/blog/4-of-the-most-expensive-cyber-attacks-of-2017-
and-how-they-could-have-been-prevented.
40 Id.
41 Id.
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effect." Below are just a few examples of recent data breaches to highlight the sheer number
of people who can be impacted in a single data breach.

" Heartland Payment Systems Breach (2009): 130 million credit and debit card
numbers were stolen.42

" Sony Breach (2011): 77 million PlayStation user accounts were hacked.43

" Card Systems Breach (2005): 40 million credit card accounts were hacked.44

" eBay Breach (2014): 145 million users were compromised.45

" Yahoo Breach (2013): 3 billion accounts were compromised.46

" Marriott Breach (2017): 500 million guests' sensitive data was exposed.47

The level of harm suffered, the increasing frequency of attacks, and the number of
people impacted when one occurs highlight the ramifications of when a corporation does
not adequately protect innocent third parties' sensitive data. Thus, a uniform cybersecurity
regulation is necessary to ensure they do.

II. OVERVIEW OF RECENT DATA BREACH INCIDENTS

A. Yahoo: A "Long History of Data Security Failures"

Beginning in 2012, Yahoo experienced a series of data breaches that would
ultimately compromise three billion user accounts around the globe.

1. Overview of the Breaches

In 2012, Yahoo admitted that more than 450,000 user accounts, with the passwords
simply stored in plain text, were compromised through an SQL injection attack. 49

According to news stories at the time, "[s]ecurity experts were befuddled . .. as to why a
company as large as Yahoo would fail to cryptographically store the passwords in its
database. Instead, [the passwords] were left in plain text, which means a hacker could easily
read them." 50

42 Dave Maxfield & Bill Latham, Data Breaches: Perspectives from Both Sides of the Wall, S.C.
LAw., May 2014, at 28, 29.
43 Id.
44 Id.
45 Taylor Armerding, The 18 Biggest Data Breaches of the 21st Century, CSO (Dec. 20, 2018,
5:01 AM), https://www.csoonline.com/article/2130877/data-breach/the-biggest-data-breaches-of-
the-21 st-century.html.
46 Id.

4? Larry Dignan, Marriott Faces Massive Data Breach Expenses even with Cybersecurity
Insurance, ZDNET (Nov. 30, 2018), https://www.zdnet.com/article/marriott-faces-massive-data-
breach-expenses-even-with-cybersecurity-insurance/.
48 In re Yahoo! Inc. Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. 16-MD-02752-LHK, 2017 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 140212, at *28 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 30, 2017).
49 Id.
5 Id. at *29.
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The 2012 hackers intended the attack as a wake-up call, as the hackers left a
message stating:

We hope that the parties responsible for managing the security of this
subdomain will take this as a wake-up call, and not as a threat... There
have been many security holes exploited in Web servers belonging to
Yahoo! Inc. that have caused far greater damage than our disclosure.
Please do not take them lightly."

Yet, despite this warning, plaintiffs in a subsequent class action brought against
Yahoo alleged that, "Yahoo's internal culture actively discouraged emphasis on data
security." 52 Former Yahoo security staffers told Reuters that requests made by Yahoo's
security team for new tools and features such as strengthened cryptography protections
were, "at times, rejected on the grounds that the requests would cost too much money, were
too complicated, or were simply too low a priority." 3 Despite it being internally known
that there were weaknesses and security issues with Yahoo's IT infrastructure, Yahoo
continued to represent to users that users' accounts were secure.5 4 Yahoo would then
experience yet another breach in 2013.

Leading up to the 2013 breach, it was widely recognized in the data security
industry, long before the breach occurred, that MD5, the message-digest algorithm being
used by Yahoo, was "cryptographically broken and unsuitable for further use."55 However,
Yahoo did not begin to upgrade from MD5 until the summer of 2013.56 But by that point,
it was too late to prevent the breach, in which hackers ultimately gained access to more
than one billion Yahoo accounts and stole users' Yahoo logins, country codes, recovery e-
mails, dates of birth, hashed passwords, cell phone numbers, and zip codes.5 7 In the
subsequent class action brought against Yahoo, plaintiffs alleged that this breach was
"particularly egregious 'given the fact that 1 billion accounts were compromised, when
there are only 3 billion people with Internet access in the world."' 5" Further compounding
the resulting harm from the breach, Yahoo did not disclose the fact of the 2013 breach until
December 14, 2016, over three years after it had occurred. 59

The third breach then occurred in late 2014. According to the later suit, it "began
with a 'spear phishing' email campaign sent to upper-level Yahoo employees. One or more
of these employees fell for the bait, and Yahoo's data security was so lax, that this action
was enough to hand over the proverbial keys to the kingdom." 60 Through this attack,
hackers gained access to at least 500 million Yahoo user accounts, many of which were

51 Id.
52 Id.
53 Id.
54 d. at *30.
5 5 d. at *32.
56 Id.
5 7 Id. at *31.
58 Id.
59 Id.
6 0Id. at *32.
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ones that had been breached previously in the 2013 breach. 61 According to plaintiffs, in
August 2016, hackers posted for sale on the dark web the personal information of 200
million Yahoo users. 62 They also alleged that Yahoo knew about the 2014 breach as it was
happening, but that Yahoo did not publicly disclose the existence of the 2014 breach until
September 22, 2016, almost two years later. 63

Plaintiffs alleged that the reason for the delay in notifying either users or the public
was because in 2016 Yahoo was soliciting offers to buy the company. 64 Reportedly, Yahoo
wanted the offers in by April 19, 2016, and thus waited to disclose the breach until
September 2016.65 Plaintiffs also alleged that "[b]y intentionally failing to disclose the
breach in a timely manner as required by law, Yahoo misled consumers into continuing to
sign up for Yahoo services and products, thus providing Yahoo a continuing income stream
and a better chance of finalizing a sale of the company to Verizon."66 Plaintiffs further
alleged Yahoo's claim that it had not known about the 2014 breach for two years was "met
with immediate skepticism." 67 In a 10-K filing with the SEC, Yahoo revealed that an
independent investigation determined that Yahoo had contemporaneous knowledge of the
2014 breach, yet failed to properly investigate and analyze the breach due in part to
"failures in communication, management, inquiry, and internal reporting" that led to a
"lack of proper comprehension and handling" of the 2014 breach.68

The fourth data breach, known as the "Forged Cookie Breach" occurred in 2015
and 2016.69 According to the Consolidated Class Action Complaint, the attackers used
forged cookies to access Yahoo users' accounts. 70 By forging these cookies, hackers were
able to access Yahoo accounts without needing a password to the accounts. 71 It was
presumed that the hackers in this breach were the same as those involved in the 2014
breach.72 According to the plaintiffs, Yahoo disclosed in a 10-K filing with the SEC that
an independent committee of Yahoo's Board of Directors had determined that Yahoo's
information security team knew, at a minimum, about the Forged Cookie Breach as it was
happening, "but took no real action in the face of that knowledge." 73 Instead, Yahoo
"quietly divulged" the existence of the Forged Cookie Breach on November 9, 2016, in its
10-Q filing with the SEC, and did not begin notifying users about the Forged Cookie

61 Id.
62 Id. at *33.
63 Id.
6 4 Id. at *34.
65 Id.
66 Id.
67 Id.
68 Id. at *34-35.
69 Id. at *35.
70 Id.
?1 Id.
72 Id.

73 Id. at *36.
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Breach until February 2017.74 In the end, it was determined that all three billion Yahoo
accounts had been hacked. 75

2. The SEC's Subsequent Investigation and Findings

On April 24, 2018, the SEC announced that Yahoo agreed to pay a $35 million
penalty to settle claims that the company failed to timely disclose the 2014 data breach that
compromised hundreds of millions of user accounts. 76 The settlement marked the first time
that the SEC had brought an enforcement action alleging that a company's failure to
disclose a breach violated the federal securities laws.77

According to the SEC's order, in December 2014, Yahoo's information security
team determined that the company had suffered a severe and widespread data breach by
hackers associated with the Russian Federation.7 8 Yahoo's Chief Information Security
Officer ("CISO") reported the data breach to the company's senior management and legal
teams within a matter of days. 79 However, according to the SEC's order, Yahoo did not
disclose the breach to the company's outside auditors and outside counsel to assess
potential disclosure obligations.8 0 The hackers continued to target Yahoo's user database
throughout 2015 and into early 2016.81 In addition, the SEC's investigation revealed that
Yahoo had received reports that a large volume of Yahoo user credentials were available
for sale on the dark web and that, by June 2016, Yahoo's CISO had concluded that hackers
had likely gained access to personally identifiable information, or PII, from the company's
entire user database and could sell it on the dark web in the immediate future. 82 Yet despite
reporting his conclusions to senior management, the SEC's order emphasized that Yahoo
again failed to disclose the breach to its users or in its public filings.8 3

The SEC found that Yahoo's failure to disclose the 2014 data breach rendered its
public filings in the period following the breach materially misleading.84 The SEC found a

?4 Id.
?5 Nicole Perlroth, All 3 Billion Yahoo Accounts Were Affected by 2013 Attack, N.Y. TIMES (Oct.
3, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/03/technology/yahoo-hack-3-billion-users.html.
76 Press Release, SEC, Altaba, Formerly Known as Yahoo!, Charged with Failing to Disclose
Massive Cybersecurity Breach; Agrees to Pay $35 Million (April 24, 2018),
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2018-71.
?? Michael Dicke & Alexis Caloza, Data Breach Disclosure Lessons from SEC's $35M Yahoo
Fine, LAw360 (May 09, 2018), https://www.law360.com/articles/1040960/data-breach-disclosure-
lessons-from-sec-s-3 5m-yahoo-fine.
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Id.
81 Id.
82 Id.
83 Id.
84 Id.
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severe breakdown in cybersecurity assessment and disclosure.8 5 It found that Yahoo did
not have effective controls in place to assess the company's disclosure obligations,
emphasizing Yahoo's senior management's and internal legal team's failure to disclose the
breach to the company's outside auditors and outside counsel for an external assessment
of disclosure obligations.86 In so doing, the company compounded its internal failure to
properly assess disclosure obligations. 87 Steven Peikin, co-director of the Enforcement
Division, highlighted this breakdown in his statement about the settlement: "We do not
second-guess good faith exercises of judgement about cyber-incident disclosure. But we
have also cautioned that a company's response to such an event could be so lacking that an
enforcement action would be warranted. This is clearly such a case."88

B. Other Instances of Significant Cyber Breaches

Similar to Yahoo, the following are examples of other major data breaches where
corporate officers were allegedly aware of vulnerabilities in the corporation's information
systems prior to the breach occurring or allegedly knew that a breach had occurred but
chose not to disclose to the public that their data had been compromised.

1. Target

As is common in many cyber breaches, Target learned of the data breach from law
enforcement agencies.8 9 On December 13, 2013, representatives from the U.S. Department
of Justice notified Target's management of a large number of fraudulent debit and credit
card transactions that all seemed to share a link to transactions made at Target.90 Following
this meeting, Target hired a computer forensics firm to investigate the breach.91 The results
of the investigation confirmed that cybercriminals had been hacking into Target's systems
and stealing data from forty million debit and credit cards used in Target's U.S.
establishments since November 27, 2013.92 Target announced the breach and theft of the
data on December 19, 2013.93 The data breach affected approximately 10% of all debit and
credit cards in circulation in the United States.94 Target launched a major public relations

85 Id.
86 Id.
87 Id.
88 Press Release, SEC, supra note 76.
89 Line Dube, Autopsy of a Data Breach: The Target Case, 14 INT'L J. CASE STUD. MGMT. 1
(2016), https://hbr.org/product/autopsy-of-a-data-breach-the-target-case/HEC130-HCB-ENG.
90 Id.
91 Id.; see also Meagan Clark, Timeline of Target's Data Breach and Aftermath: How Cybertheft
Snowballed the Giant Retailer, INT'L Bus. TIMES (May 5, 2014),
https://www.ibtimes.com/timeline-targets-data-breach-aftermath-how-cybertheft-snowballed-
giant-retailer-1580056.
92 Dube, supra note 89, at 1.
93 Id.; see also Laura Heller, Target: Timeline of a Data Breach, FIERCERETAIL (Feb. 16, 2014),
https://www.fierceretail. com/operations/target-timeline-a-data-breach
94 Dube, supra note 89, at 2; see also Clark, supra note 91.
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operation and continued its investigation of this major breach, with the U.S. Justice
Department and Secret Service doing the same. 95

In wake of these investigations, experts agreed that the attack was perpetrated by
cybercriminals who used a well-known strategy and fairly conventional technological
tools.96 This allowed them to penetrate Target's point-of-sale network between November
15 and 27 and to install malware on the terminals, which then made a copy of the data at
the point where it is most vulnerable. 97 This type of malware is particularly dangerous
because it is difficult for the generally used intrusion detection software to detect and is
typically designed to delete any traces left behind. 98 Most of the time, organizations are not
even aware they have been infected, with studies showing that it takes an average of 229
days for such a breach to be detected by the victimized company. 99 Instead, the news is
often delivered by law enforcement agencies, acting on complaints from banks that notice
an unusually high level of fraudulent transactions that seem to lead back to the same
retailer. 0 0

However, what sets Target apart from the typical victimized company is that
Target was well protected against this type of attack.' 0 ' Target was considered a leader in
cybersecurity in the retail industry, having invested massively to ensure the security of its
IT infrastructure. 02 It had multiple layers of protection in place, and both internal experts
and outside consultants regularly conducted tests and audits of all these security
measures.1 03 Target had even been certified as being in compliance with the Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), an international standard that "establishes the
minimum levels of security that both small and large merchants must meet when storing,
processing and transmitting credit card data." 0 4 However, none of these measures
prevented the cybercriminals from finding and exploiting a vulnerability in Target's IT
infrastructure, which was that one of its vendors, an HVAC firm based in Pennsylvania,
had remote access to Target's network. 0 5 The investigation reportedly found that the
cybercriminals obtained this firm's user code and password by sending a phishing email to
which an employee responded.1 06 However, even with this unauthorized access, it is argued
that Target should have been shielded against such attacks. 0 7

Six months before the breach, it had invested $1.6 million to implement an anti-
malware system called FireEye (an advanced monitoring system for IT infrastructure

95 Dube, supra note 89, at 2
96 Id.
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id.

Id.
101 Id.
102 Id. at 3.
103 Id.

4 Id.
05 Id.

106 Id.; see generally Michael Riley et al., The Epic Hack: Target Ignored Its Own Alarms and
Turned Its Customers into Victims, BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK, Mar. 17, 2014, at 42, 45.
107 Dube, supra note 89, at 3.
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whose other customers include the defense industry, the CIA, and the Pentagon).1 08 The
system works by creating virtual chambers into which hackers are drawn so that they can
be detected before they succeed in actually penetrating the system under protection.1 09

Furthermore, there was a team of experts in Bangalore monitoring the results of these
monitoring activities around the clock." 0 If the team noticed any suspicious activity, it
would alert the team in Target's security operations center, which would then spring into
action."' However, when Target received alerts of a possible cyber-attack, instead of
springing into action, Target "did nothing."112

After the breach, Target publicly acknowledged that escalating alerts (the last of
which were level one alerts, which are the highest issued by the monitoring system) had
been received starting on November 30 and that its local teams had analyzed them and
deemed that "no action was necessary."' 3 Additionally, the security software itself should
have been able to prevent the attack, as it has a feature that automatically eradicates
software deemed to be "malicious" or "unauthorized."" 4 However, Target's experts had
deactivated this feature because the system was new, and they did not trust it completely." 5

At the end of November, Target's own anti-virus system had also detected suspicious
activities on the server protected by FireEye."16 Yet, "this additional alert was also
ignored."" 7

As a result of Target's ignoring multiple alerts, the data stolen from Target quickly
wound up for sale on one of the most popular online stores for stolen data. " In the black
market stolen data industry, time is a crucial factor because "eventually either a bank's
security system or the consumer detects suspicious transactions and the card is rapidly
cancelled."" 9 Hence, a timely reaction is essential for both preventing a breach from
occurring and mitigating the harm if a breach does occur.

Ultimately, this breach, the largest in history at that time,1 20 resulted in significant
and long-felt consequences. The company was roundly criticized for its failure to act on
the initial alerts, for its delay in making the breach public, and for the inability of its
customer service department to respond to customers.1 2 1 At that time, experts speculated
that, when "it is all said and done, the total cost of the breach would exceed $500 million,

108 Id.; see also Laura Heller, Target Failed to Act on Security Warnings, FIERCERETAIL (Mar. 14,
2014), https://www.fierceretail.com/operations/target-failed-to-act-security-warnings.
109 Dube, supra note 89, at 3; see also Riley et al., supra note 106, at 44.
110 Dube, supra note 89, at 3.
"' Id.; see also Chris Smith, It Turns Out Target Could Have Easily Prevented Its Massive
Security Breach, BGR, (Mar. 13, 2014), https://bgr.com/2014/03/13/target-data-hack-how-it-
happened/.
112 Dube, supra note 89, at 4
113 Id.; see also Smith, supra note 111.
"4 Dube, supra note 89, at 4.
"5 Id.; see also Riley et al., supra note 106, at 45.
116 Dube, supra note 89, at 4; see also Riley et al., supra note 106, at 45.
". Dube, supra note 89, at 4; see also Smith, supra note 111.
118 Dube, supra note 89, at 4.
119 Id.
120 Id.
121 Id. at 5.
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and may even approach the $1 billion mark."1 2 2 This amount includes the reimbursement
of banks for card reissuing, all activities related to communication and customer
management, fines for non-compliance with the PCI DSS standard due to the vulnerability
of the external vendor's authentication method, the cost of credit monitoring for tens of
millions of customers affected by the breach, and the huge legal costs "for several years to
come."123

In 2015, Target was facing over 140 lawsuits, each seeking millions of dollars in
damages, several of which were class-action suits.1 2 4 The victims accused Target of
"violating several laws, of negligence in its handling of customer data, and of waiting too
long to publicly disclose the breach, thereby increasing the vulnerability of its
customers." 25 On May 14, 2014, the court divided the lawsuits into three groups: financial
institutions, consumers, and shareholders.1 26 In February 2015, Target reported total costs
to date of $252 million, $90 million of which was offset by its insurance.1 27 Despite
reaching settlements with many major card issuers, several lawsuits were approved by the
courts in 2015 and will thus be heard in the coming years. 2 8

While the breach had a significant impact on Target's bottom line, it also
significantly impacted Target internally.1 29 On March 5, 2014, Target announced the
"resignation" of its Chief Information Officer (CIO) and the overhaul of its information
security and compliance structure and practices. 130 A few months later, in May 2014,
Target's CEO was let go.131 Overall, the breach had significant repercussions on Target's
leadership.1 32 These announcements could be interpreted "to indicate the role leadership
played in the breach and the decision to ignore not one, but numerous alerts."133

2. Uber

In November 2017, Uber disclosed that in October 2016 two hackers had stolen
fifty-seven million driver and rider accounts, including phone numbers, names, and email
addresses, from a third-party server and that the company had kept the data breach secret
for more than a year after paying the hackers a $100,000 ransom.134 After the hackers
approached Uber and demanded the ransom to delete their copy of the data, "not only did

122 Id.
123 Id.
124 Id.
125 Id.
126 Id.
127 Id.; see also Jeffrey Roman, Target Breach Costs: $162 Million, BANK INFO SECURITY (Feb.
25, 2015), https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/target-breach-costs-162-million-a-7951.
128 Dube, supra note 89, at 5; see also Roman, supra note 127.
129 Dube, supra note 89, at 5.
130 Id. at 6; see also Heller, supra, note 93.
131 Dube, supra note 89, at 6.
132 Id.
133 Id.
134 Mike Isaac et al., Uber Hid 2016 Breach, Paying Hackers to Delete Stolen Data, N.Y. TIMES
(Nov. 21, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/21/technology/uber-hack.html.
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Uber acquiesce to the demands, it then went even further to attempt to cover up the breach
and conceal the damage."135 The company tracked down the hackers and pushed them to
sign nondisclosure agreements.' 36 Uber executives also made it appear as if the payout had
been part of a "bug bounty"-a common practice among technology companies in which
they pay hackers to attack their software to test for soft spots.137 According to current and
former employees, the deal was arranged by the company's chief security officer and under
the watch of the former CEO, Travis Kalanick.1 38 When compared with other breaches in
recent years, the Uber breach is far from the most serious exposure of sensitive customer
information, in terms of the size of the breach or the vast wealth of valuable personal
information exposed. However, the handling of the breach is informative in that it
"underscores the extent to which Uber executives were willing to go to protect the $70
billion ride-hailing giant's reputation and business, even at the potential cost of breaking
users' trust and, perhaps more important, state and federal laws." 3 9

When the FTC learned that Uber had failed to disclose this significant breach of
consumer data, which had occurred in the midst of the FTC's investigation into a prior
breach and led to an August 2017 settlement announcement, the FTC filed a revised
complaint against Uber. 40 The FTC claimed that the "acts and practices" of Uber
"constituted unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce in violation of
Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. @ 45(a) (2012)."141 "After
misleading consumers about its privacy and security practices, Uber compounded its
misconduct by failing to inform the Commission that it suffered another data breach in
2016 while the Commission was investigating the company's strikingly similar 2014
breach," said acting FTC Chairman Maureen K. Ohlhausen.1 42 "The strengthened
provisions of the expanded settlement are designed to ensure that Uber does not engage in
similar misconduct in the future."1 43

Uber's action exposed it to liability under state law as well. An investigation led
by state attorneys general across the United States focused on whether Uber had violated
data breach notification laws by not informing consumers that their information had been
compromised.1 44 California Attorney General Xavier Becerra stated:

Uber's decision to cover up this breach was a blatant violation of the
public's trust. The company failed to safeguard user data and notify

135 Id.
136 Id.
137 Id.
138 Id.
139 Id.
140 Press Release, FTC, Uber Agrees to Expanded Settlement with FTC Related to Privacy,
Security Claims (Apr. 12, 2018), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2018/04/uber-
agrees-expanded-settlement-ftc-related-privacy-security.
'41 Uber Techs., Inc., 2018 FTC LEXIS 165, at *1 (F.T.C. Oct. 25, 2018) (complaint).
142 Id.
143 Press Release, FTC, supra note 140.
44 Kate Conger, Uber Settles Data Breach Investigation for $148 Million, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 26,
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authorities when it was exposed. Consistent with its corporate culture at
the time, Uber swept the breach under the rug in deliberate disregard of
the law.1 45

In September 2018, it was announced that Uber will pay $148 million, which will
be divided among all fifty states and the District of Columbia, to settle the investigation.1 4 6

3. Sony

In 2014, Sony executives received phishing emails, which contained the link to a
falsified site that purported to belong to Apple with instructions for them to enter their
Apple login credentials into a verification form.147 After some of the Sony executives
entered these credentials, hackers used these credentials to steal large amounts of internal
emails and other confidential data, as well as to install malware on Sony's systems that
deleted data and paralyzed its operations.1 48 Before Sony's IT staff could "pull the plug,
the hackers' malware had leaped from machine to machine throughout the lot and across
continents, wiping out half of Sony's global network.",1 49 It erased everything stored on
3,262 of the company's 6,797 personal computers and 837 of its 1,555 servers. 50 From the
moment the malware was launched, it took just one hour to "throw Sony Pictures back into
the era of the Betamax."ii The studio was reduced to using fax machines, communicating
through posted messages, and paying its 7,000 employees with paper checks.1 5 2

The breach threatened not only Sony's internal productivity and compromised
employee privacy, it also was a "public relations nightmare as the hackers released highly
confidential internal information, including salary data and highly embarrassing emails
about movie stars."15 3 In the aftermath of the breach, Sony was criticized for having only
eleven information security employees. 5 4 Media reports quickly noted a Sony executive's
2007 public comment that he would not invest "$10 million to avoid a possible $1 million
loss.""5 A 2015 SANS Institute report later concluded, "Sony could have prevented the
hack by adopting a few common security safeguards,",15 6 the need for which Sony was

145 Sara Salinas, Uber Will Pay $148 Million in Connection with a 2016 Data Breach and Cover-
up, CNBC (Sep. 26, 2018) https://www.cnbc.com/2018/09/26/uber-to-pay-148-million-for-2016-
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already arguably aware of as this was not the first time that Sony had dealt with a cyber-
attack. 57

Just three years earlier, in 2011, Sony's PlayStation network experienced one of
the "largest data breaches in world history" when tens of millions of customers' accounts,
including credit card data, were compromised by hackers.1 58 As a result, the company
faced class action litigation and regulatory inquiries, and reported that, through the end of
2012, the breach cost the company $171 million.1 59 Despite these regulatory and litigation
costs, Sony did not "sufficiently change its organizational structure or invest in
cybersecurity measures to prevent the Sony Pictures attack three years later."160 Though
Sony's failure to properly secure its networks does not necessarily mean "all companies
would react similarly to the threat of significant fines and litigation costs," it demonstrates
that "for some companies, regulatory and litigation penalties alone will not deter bad
behavior."161

4. Equifax

On September 7, 2017, the massive credit reporting company Equifax publicly
revealed a breach of the company's computer systems, which has been described as "one
of the largest risks to personally sensitive information in recent years," exposing data,
including social security numbers, credit card numbers, passport numbers, and driver's
license numbers, from over 145 million Americans to criminal hackers.1 62 This was the
fifth recent data breach of Equifax or its subsidiaries that "endangered American's personal
information."163

A subsequent internal investigation released by Equifax revealed that the company
first became aware of the breach in July 2017, the first breach occurred months earlier in
May 2017, and the cause of the breach was a vulnerability in web-application software

1" See generally Peter Elkind, Sony Hack Part 1, FORTUNE (July 1, 2015),
http://fortune.com/sony-hack-part-1/ ("The company had ample reason to have bolstered its
defenses: For years, culminating with its release of The Interview, Sony Corp.'s business decisions
have made it a virtual pinata for cyberassailants. And North Korea had been blamed for
devastating high-profile electronic attacks in the past. Despite that, the company's leadership
failed repeatedly to take greater precautions."); Tom DeSot, 8 Lessons to Learn from the Sony
Breach, SECURITY (Sept. 15, 2015), https://www.securitymagazine.com/articles/86649-lessons-to-
learn-from-the-sony-breach ("In Sony's case, past hacks should have been a clear indicator they
were at risk. Despite fallout from past breaches, the company did not take proper steps to protect
itself.").
1 58Kosseff, supra note 11, at 1003.
159 Id. at 1004.
160 Id.
161 Id.
162 OFFICE OF SEN. ELIZABETH WARREN, 115TH CONG., BAD CREDIT: UNCOVERING EQUIFAX'S
FAILURE TO PROTECT AMERICANS' PERSONAL INFORMATION 2 (2018),
https://www.warren.senate.gov/files/documents/2018_2_7_%20EquifaxReport.pdf.
163 Id.
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used by Equifax and many other companies.1 64 As a result, Senator Elizabeth Warren
opened an investigation into the causes of, response to, and impact of the data breach.1 65

The investigation found that the breach was made possible because "Equifax
adopted weak cybersecurity measures that failed to protect consumer data-a symptom of
what appeared to be the low priority afforded cybersecurity by company leaders."1 66

Richard Smith, who was the CEO of Equifax at the time of the breach, testified that "despite
record profits in recent years, Equifax spent only a fraction of its budget on cybersecurity,
approximately 3% of its operating revenue over the last three years."1 67

Cybersecurity experts who consulted throughout the investigation indicated that a
large company holding sensitive data should have had multiple layers of cybersecurity.168
Specifically, Equifax should have had (1) frequently updated tools to prevent hackers from
breaching their systems; (2) controls that limited hackers' ability to move throughout their
systems in the event of an initial breach; (3) restrictions on hackers' ability to access
sensitive data in the event of an initial breach; and (4) procedures to monitor and log all
unauthorized access in order to stop the intrusion as quickly as possible.1 69 Yet, despite
collecting data on hundreds of millions of Americans, Equifax "failed to fully and
effectively adopt any of these measures and, instead, had set up a flawed system to prevent
and mitigate data security problems." 7 0 Consequently, according to the report, the breach
was made possible because Equifax "adopted weak cybersecurity measures that did not
adequately protect consumer data and was a direct result of the company's failure to
prioritize cybersecurity and follow basic procedures that would have prevented or
mitigated the impact of the breach."' 7'

Senator Warren's investigation found that Equifax's failure to ensure its
information systems were sufficiently protected was "particularly inexcusable," as leading
up to the breach, Equifax "had ample warning of the weaknesses and risks to its
systems."1 72 Equifax received a specific warning from the Department of Homeland
Security about the precise vulnerability that hackers took advantage of to breach the
company's systems and had emailed staff telling them to fix the vulnerability by
"patching"1 73 it, but then failed to confirm that the fixes were made. 74 It was later
confirmed that not all the staff had received the emails. 75

Additionally, like Sony, this was not the first time Equifax had experienced a
breach. The company had been subject to several smaller breaches in the years prior to the
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massive 2017 breach, and several outside experts identified and reported weaknesses in
Equifax's cyber defenses before the breach occurred.176 Yet, according to the report
detailing the results of Senator Warren's Equifax investigation, the company failed to heed
the warnings.177 Lastly, the investigation determined that the breach occurred on May 13,
2017, and Equifax had first observed suspicious signs of a problem in July 29, 2017, but
failed to notify consumers, investors, business partners, and the appropriate regulators until
forty days after the company discovered the breach.1 7 " By failing to provide adequate
information in a timely fashion, the report concluded that Equifax "robbed consumers of
the ability to take precautionary measures to protect themselves, materially injured
investors and withheld market-moving information, and prevented federal and state
governments from taking action to mitigate the impacts of the breach." 1 79

Despite the public outcry surrounding the breach, which led to days of
congressional hearings; government investigations by the FBI, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, and the FTC, among others; and class-action lawsuits, over a year after
the breach,'8 0 no federal agencies have announced any enforcement actions.18 1

III. CURRENT CYBERSECURITY REGULATORY AND LEGAL
LANDSCAPE

The reason for the lack of action being brought against organizations in instances
of data breaches, even when it is found that the organization knew of vulnerabilities in its
information security system that could have prevented or mitigated the damages from the
breach, is that neither corporations nor the corporate officers responsible are liable for
cybersecurity-related conduct that is arguably negligent, if not reckless. This is because
there is not a comprehensive federal statute or regulation that imposes a duty to provide
data security.182 Rather, corporate legal obligations to implement data security systems are
"set forth in an ever-expanding patchwork of state, federal, and international laws,
regulations, and enforcement actions, as well as in common law duties, contractual
commitments, and other expressed and implied obligations to provide 'reasonable' or
'appropriate' security for corporate data." 8 3 Additionally, scattered cybersecurity
responsibilities fall to a variety of federal agencies, including the Department of Homeland
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Security, the Department of Defense, the National Security Agency, the FTC, and the
SEC. 184

A. The Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act

Under the first title of the Cybersecurity Act of 2015, the Cybersecurity
Information Sharing Act ("CISA") "establishes a mechanism for cybersecurity information
sharing among private-sector and federal government entities and provides safe harbors
from liability for private entities that adhere to certain information-sharing procedures.1 85

Once triggered, CISA's safe harbors generally shield private entities sharing information
from civil, regulatory, and antitrust liability based on their sharing.1 86 However, the CISA
"does not expressly exclude from its liability protections instances of either gross
negligence or willful misconduct."187

Under CISA, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is the "primary
gateway for cybersecurity information sharing" between the private sector and the federal
government; however, sharing of information is voluntary.' 8 8 Thus, the CISA does not
create any duty to share cyberthreat indicators or defensive measures and expressly
prohibits the federal government from "attempting to coerce sharing by withholding
cybersecurity information or other benefits such as government contracts.'"189 Additionally,
the CISA does not impose a duty to warn or act based on the receipt of shared information,
but neither does it expressly shield entities from liability in the event of a good-faith failure
to act.1 90 Consequently, an entity that receives information about a cybersecurity threat to
its networks may remain subject to claims premised on common law causes of action such
as negligence if it fails to respond diligently.191

B. NIST Framework

In 2014, the National Institute of Standards and Technology ("NIST") issued its
Cybersecurity Framework, which was created as a result of President Barack Obama's
February 12, 2013 executive order calling for the development of a risk-based, voluntary
set of industry standards and best practices related to cybersecurty.192 Like the CISA,
compliance with the framework is voluntary, and the framework is intended to serve as a

184 John J. Chung, Critical Infrastructure, Cybersecurity, and Market Failure, 96 OR. L. REv. 441,
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guidance.1 93 The goal of the NIST Framework is to provide "a set of industry standards and
best practice to help organizations manage cybersecurity risks"1 94 and "to promote the
development of a standard of cybersecurity care in the United States by incorporating
private industry best practices."1 95 By providing this framework, the NIST seeks to
encourage a "flexible and cost-effective approach to enhancing cybersecurity by assisting
owners and operations of critical infrastructure in assessing and managing cyber risk."1 96

Since its issuance, the framework has become a key reference point for businesses in
managing cybersecurity risks and is "considered by some regulatory authorities to reflect
a standard of conduct in responding to cyber threats and risks."197

C. "Scattered Cybersecurity Responsibilities"

Further compounding the issues created by the lack of a uniform federal
cybersecurity regulation is the scattered cybersecurity enforcement responsibilities within
the federal government which make it "difficult to establish an effective system of both
coercive and cooperative cybersecurity laws."1 98 Regulatory agencies such as the FTC and
the Department of Health and Human Services are charged with the "coercive
cybersecurity laws"; in other words, these agencies penalize companies for inadequate
cybersecurity.1 99 Conversely, DHS and the NIST provide cooperative assistance, sharing
cyber-threat information and suggesting best practices for cybersecurity.oo However, the
FTC is not required to align its penalties for inadequate cybersecurity with the best
practices suggested by the NIST, nor must the NIST suggest cybersecurity standards that
satisfy the FTC's regulatory expectations. 20 ' This has led to uncertainty and a lack of
consistency for organizations regarding both what their cybersecurity-related duties are
under the varying regulations set forth by each agency and, if a violation of one of these
regulations does occur, what the outcome will be.2 o2

1. FTC

The FTC brings enforcement actions against companies that "either (1) failed to
enact adequate data security safeguards or (2) misrepresented their data security in privacy
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194 NAT'L INST. OF STANDARDS & TECH., FRAMEWORK FOR IMPROVING CRITICAL
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policies or other statements to consumers." 2 03 However, no statute explicitly provides the
FTC with data security enforcement authority. 204 Instead, the FTC brings enforcement
actions for lax cybersecurity under section 5 of the FTC Act, which "authorizes the FTC
to prosecute 'unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce."' 205 Although
the FTC has not issued formal regulations that explain how this statute applies to data
security, it has issued informal guidance based on the data security actions it has brought
under 15 U.S.C. @ 5.206 Under 15 U.S.C. @ 5, the FTC has brought more than fifty
cybersecurity-related actions alleging unfair or deceptive acts or practices and, over time,
the agency has "established baseline requirements for reasonable and appropriate
controls." 207 To establish that an action is "unfair," the FTC need not allege that the
company made a representation to protect information security. 208 Instead, the FTC only
needs to establish that the failure to secure sensitive data "caused or is likely to cause"
substantial injury to consumers that is "not reasonably avoidable by consumers" and that
"does not have countervailing benefits to consumers or competition." 20 9 Currently,
however, challenges have been brought at the circuit level to the FTC's authority under 15
U.S.C. @ 5.210

2. SEC

The federal securities laws are designed in part to "elicit disclosure of timely,
comprehensive, and accurate information about risks and events that a reasonable investor
would consider important to an investment decision." 2 11 Although no existing disclosure
requirement explicitly refers to cybersecurity risks and cyber incidents, a number of
disclosure requirements may impose an obligation on registrants to disclose such risks and
incidents.2 12 In addition, material information regarding cybersecurity risks and cyber
incidents is required to be disclosed when necessary in order to make other required
disclosures, in light of the circumstances under which they are made, not misleading. 2 13
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Unlike the FTC, the SEC is not required to show harm and has brought a number
of data privacy or cybersecurity enforcement actions under Rule 30(a) of Regulation S-
P. 214 Rule 30(a) of Regulation S-P, the "Safeguards Rule," requires SEC-registered
brokers, dealers, investment companies, and investment advisers to "adopt written policies
and procedures that address administrative, technical, and physical safeguards for the
protection of customer records and information." 2" These policies and procedures must be
"reasonably designed to: (1) Insure the security and confidentiality of customer records
and information; (2) Protect against any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or
integrity of customer records and information; and (3) Protect against unauthorized access
to or use of customer records or information that could result in substantial harm or
inconvenience to any customer."216

3. "Patchwork" of State Statutes

State regulation of cybersecurity stands apart from federal standards in two
respects. First, relevant state laws focus exclusively on the customer data "side of the coin,"
creating requirements that are meant to protect personal information.217 Second, each
statute utilizes some type of reasonableness standard.21" Though one might think that this
"reasonableness" standard would provide for a harmonized approach across the states, this
is far from the case.2 1 9

First, each state statute applies to different categories of data, and the vagueness of
the term "reasonable data security" lends itself to "a wide variety of interpretations."22 o
While some argue this offers flexibility to companies and individuals, there is concern that
this will result in various and conflicting interpretations as state officials and courts "evolve
their understanding of cybersecurity best practices." 221

Second, instead of creating a harmonized approach, the mass of varying state cyber
breach notification statutes has resulted in "a patchwork of state statutes" that results in "an
uncoordinated mishmash of requirements." 222 This is because each notification law
requires notice only if an unauthorized party has acquired certain types of customer
information. 2 23 However, because state breach-notification laws apply based on the
residency of the individuals, when a breach occurs, "companies with customers in all fifty
states must sort through each of these laws at a time when they could otherwise be
remediating the breach." 2 24 Additionally, the laws impose different requirements as to the
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format and content of the required notifications. 225 This can prove to be complex and time-
consuming, particularly for small and midsized companies who typically have small
information security and legal teams. 22 6

IV. WHY THERE IS A NEED FOR A UNIFORM FEDERAL REGULATION

A. No Liability for Harm Caused-Comparison to the 2008 Financial Crisis

The lack of actions brought in the wake of recent mega breaches bears much
resemblance to what occurred after the 2008 financial crisis and can be similarly explained.
In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, there was significant frustration with the Obama
administration for not seeking criminal or even civil liability against the individuals
responsible for the excessive risk-taking that was the principal cause of the 2008 financial
crisis. 2 27 Despite criticism, few financial executives were prosecuted. 22 This is because,
unlike the 2001 scandals that involved intentional behavior that violated state and federal
laws, there were few allegations of intentional violations of existing statutory law against
various actors involved in the crisis. 229 The behavior "at the heart of the financial crisis
involved no obviously intentional violations" of criminal laws or other regulations, but,
instead, involved risky trading practices. 23 0 Arguably, the overwhelming majority of
actions that combined to impair the U.S. economy were not criminal. 2 31 In most cases, the
independent and unrelated actors who "caused the financial crisis did not intend to cause
harm."2 32 Instead, they made "poor decisions or took 'excessive' risks."2 33 Unfortunately,
state and federal laws are "not good at criminalizing foolishness, even foolishness
involving other people's money." 23 4

Similarly, the behavior at the heart of recent mega breaches does not include
intentional violations of laws or regulations, and there have been no allegations of
corporate officers intending to cause harm. Instead, these breaches resulted from corporate
officers arguably making poor decisions and engaging in risky cybersecurity business
practices, including not remedying known vulnerabilities in their information security
systems or not following even the minimum accepted cybersecurity practices.

225 Id.
226 Id.
227 Steven L. Schwarcz, Excessive Corporate Risk-Taking and the Decline of Personal Blame, 65
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B. Incentivizing Corporate Investment in Cybersecurity

In determining the level of corporate commitment to and investment in
cybersecurity, certain factors arguably influence the business decisions the corporation
makes regarding its information systems security, as corporate officers must balance their
organizations' interests in ensuring information technology with furthering other interests
such as business objectives and profit goals.235 The first is that corporations have no legal
duty to third parties.236 The second is the reluctance to incur the significant costs often
associated with overhauling legacy IT systems or creating stronger information security
systems. 237 Often, corporate budgets allocate a comparably small percentage of the budget
to cybersecurity investment, as it is not seen as an expense that can be directly drawn to a
tangible, measurable increase in revenue, a fact that is often cited by IT departments as the
cause of inadequate investment in a corporation's IT and security infrastructure. 23 8 The
third is the lack of a regulatory framework mandating minimum corporate cybersecurity
standards. These factors when weighed in light of other considerations such as business
strategies, corporate compensation structures, and corporate risk assessments, have
arguably resulted in businesses being disincentivized from investing in adequate
cybersecurity. 23 9 Thus, allowing the market to self-regulate and self-police, in hopes it will
incentivize market participants to take adequate steps to adopt sufficient cybersecurity
standards, has failed.

1. Excessive Corporate Risk-Taking & Business Strategies--Their Impact on
Cybersecurity

Currently, some corporations are not implementing enough cybersecurity
measures to protect data and sensitive information, and "existing law does not create
sufficient incentives for corporations and their boards to take necessary precautions to
protect sensitive information from cyberthreats." 240 Thus, corporations need stronger
incentives to implement more effective security measures, such as being subject to greater
penalties for non-compliance with basic industry accepted standards. 241 Often, companies

235 Christopher A. Wiech, Outside Counsel's Perspective: How Cybersecurity Affects the C-Suite,
IN-HOUSE DEF. Q., Spring 2017, at 12, 12.
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238 See generally Daniel Garrie & Rhea Siers, 10 Ways to Mitigate Vendor Cybersecurity Risk,
LAw360 (Aug. 12, 2016), https://www.law360.com/articles/825895/10-ways-to-mitigate-vendor-
cybersecurity-risk ("Often, CEOs and directors view information security and risk management as
a cost center with no upside for the bottom line. This viewpoint ignores the fact that the cost of not
having effective information security and risk management is far greater than allotting the
necessary resources to prevent a breach.")
239 See generally Wood, supra note 237, at 71.
240 Harris Yegelwel, Cybersecurity Oversight: A Cautionary Tale for Directors, 20 J. TECH. L. &
POL'Y 229, 232 (2015).
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fail to invest in cybersecurity because it is viewed as "discretionary spending instead of a
business imperative" when, in actuality, boards need to begin treating cybersecurity as they
would any other corporate concern. 242 However, the adverse economic effects of data
breaches, both on the corporation and on innocent third parties, has not motivated some
corporations "to prioritize prophylactic cybersecurity measures within their corporate
governance."2 43 Instead, some justify not prioritizing sufficient cybersecurity measures as
simply a business decision. In 2007, Jason Spaltro, Sony's executive director of
information at the time, told CIO magazine regarding compliance with privacy and security
laws, "We are trying to remain profitable for our shareholders, and we literally could go
broke trying to cover for everything. So, you make risk-based decisions. . . . Legislative
requirements are mandatory, but going the extra step is a business decision." 244

To further support that there is a need to incentivize corporations to take adequate
cybersecurity precautions, in his article for the Washington Post, Professor Varsalone
highlights how the Marriott data breach has again exposed the shortcomings of businesses
and corporations around the world when it comes to protecting critical information and
understanding how a breach can affect both reputation and profits. 245 Ultimately,
"addressing cybersecurity deficiencies starts at the top."246 Yet, according to a 2018
Raytheon/Ponemon Institute survey of more than 1,100 senior information-technology
practitioners from the United States, Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa, only 36%
of respondents responded that their senior leadership sees cybersecurity as a strategic
priority.2 47 Sixty-eight percent of respondents stated their boards of directors are not
engaged in the oversight of their organization's cybersecurity strategy and are not being
briefed on what their organizations are doing to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a
cyberattack. 248 The survey thus concluded that, until executives start taking data privacy
more seriously and appreciating the security and business implications of hijacked personal
data, little improvement can be expected.2 49

Further, supporting this perspective is an article by Judy Selby in Law Technology
News entitled, "What to Do About High Data Breach Costs," where she discusses the
importance of businesses being proactive to minimize the risk of a serious data security
breach in the first place and to mitigate the damages if a breach should occur. 2 0 Her
suggestions include an annual review by a data security and policy compliance consultant,
developing a comprehensive data breach incident response plan, employee education on
breach prevention and security best practices, and working with vendors to ensure they are
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complying with company data security policies and the law.25' Unfortunately, according to
Selby, recent studies indicate, that despite the obvious risks, many companies are "woefully
unprepared or underprepared to prevent or respond to" a significant data breach.252

While there is a wide variety of very powerful and versatile new security and
privacy technology available, a serious problem exists if those who "stand[] as the
gatekeeper, holding the purse strings of organizations" fail to allocate sufficient resources
to adequately address security and privacy problems because they are not financially
incentivized to do so. 2 53 It has been argued that some top management are "often blocking
the work on information security and privacy" that must be undertaken in order to
adequately protect information systems, as well as the assets that these information systems
control. 254 This is because, from a business perspective, overall business strategies and
budgetary constraints, coupled with little risk of liability and the externalization of much
of the harm that results from a breach, do not incentivize ensuring that a corporation is
adequately protecting its information systems.255 Ultimately, if the budget allocation for
information security and privacy is insufficient and a serious loss does later result, top
management does not generally personally pay the price. 256 Instead, the price is paid by the
organization and/or third parties such as suppliers and, in some instances, investors,
customers, and the general public. 257 As a result, top management is arguably now
"economically encouraged to keep information security and privacy budgets dangerously
low." 258

Furthermore, while major fines have been levied against corporations, there is a
serious danger that these fines "will simply be viewed as a routine cost of doing
business." 2 59 To avoid continuing, serious, and socially detrimental results, the legal
incentive systems surrounding executive responsibility need to be realigned to reflect
greater executive personal responsibility for decisions that affect third parties. 260 In other
words, because corporations are simply an organizational form through which people act
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and thus are not a culpable party, fines levied against corporations alone will not have
significant motivational effects. 26 1

Additionally, even if there is the possibility of the threat of data security litigation,
there is little research that documents whether this threat has actually encouraged
companies to adopt stronger cybersecurity protections. 2 62 Companies increasingly are
purchasing insurance policies that cover judgments or settlements in data security
litigation, creating a moral hazard that reduces any incentives a company might have to
invest in cybersecurity. 2 63 Consequently, this has led to a business environment where,
according to the report prepared by Senator Warren's staff on the Equifax breach,
businesses do:

A terrible job of protecting our data because they did not have a reason
to care to protect our data. The incentives in this industry are
completely out of whack. Because of this breach, consumers will
spend the rest of their lives worrying about identity theft. Small banks
and credit unions will have to pay to issue new credit cards. Businesses
will lose money to thieves, but [these corporations] will be just fine.
Heck, [they] could actually come out ahead. Consumers are trapped.
There is no competition, nowhere else for them to go. If we think
Equifax does a lousy job protecting our data, we cannot take our data
to someone else. Equifax and this whole industry should be
completely transformed.264

Thus, to compel top management to pay more attention to the pressing information
security and privacy crisis we are currently facing and to force top managers to allocate
sufficient resources to adequately and responsibly deal with this serious problem, a
realignment in the U.S. legal incentive system is required.2 65 As Senator Warren argued:
"[W]hen companies like Equifax mess up, senior executives ... should be held personally
accountable, and the company should pay mandatory and severe financial penalties for
every consumer record that is stolen." 266 Furthermore, in particularly serious breaches
where it is found that top executives had prior knowledge of cybersecurity vulnerabilities
in their information systems or demonstrated a disregard for their company's lack of
sufficient cybersecurity, there should be corporate criminal liability and individual liability.
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2. "No Duty to Consumers"-The Need for a Public Duty to Control Corporate Risk-
Taking

Beyond a duty of notification when a data breach occurs, many businesses claim
that they "owe no additional legal responsibility to the consumer." 267 They argue that
providing services such as credit monitoring in the wake of a breach is "simply a courtesy
granted" by the corporation because the business is not legally liable to the consumer due
to "the unforeseeability of the criminal acts that result in cyber breaches." 268 However, in
light of the ever-increasing number of attacks per year, these intentional criminal acts have
become so common there "is no longer any credible argument that they are
unforeseeable." 269 As former FBI Director Robert Mueller stated, "There are only two
types of companies-those that have been hacked and those that will be. And even they
are converging into one category-companies that have been hacked and will be hacked

"270
again.

Thus, regulation could control corporate risk-taking in regard to cybersecurity that
causes "systemic externalities by imposing specific regulatory requirements, by making
certain actions illegal or tortious, or by corporate governance duties." 271 This is needed
because excessive corporate risk-taking "primarily results from managerial judgment
calls." 272 For example, the excessive corporate risk-taking that led to the financial crisis
"largely resulted from poor decisions, bad judgment, and greed." 273 Thus, to control that
risk-taking and help align private and public interests, a uniform cybersecurity regulation
should regulate governance by creating a duty to society for corporate officers "not to
engage their firms in excessive risk-taking that leads to those externalities." 274

C. Lack of Legal Remedies Available to Harmed Third Parties

While the number of cybersecurity incidents and awareness of the dangers
continue to grow, litigation is only now becoming a source of significant liability for
corporations that have suffered a data breach.275 However, class action litigation against
corporations that have suffered a breach still largely fails in the early stages because
plaintiffs often have struggled to establish standing.276 In any action in federal court,
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plaintiffs must establish Article III standing, "Namely, plaintiffs must show concrete and
particularized injury in fact that is actual or imminent, fairly traceable to the challenged
action of the defendant, and can be redressed by a favorable decision." 2 77 However, in most
data breach cases, such damages are elusive since almost all credit card companies offer
zero liability to consumers and banks normally refund stolen funds or reverse fraudulent
transactions resulting from unauthorized access to financial accounts. 278 Furthermore,
harms suffered may not manifest until a much later time, for example, when a consumer
becomes the victim of identity theft long after the common compensatory credit monitoring
ends. 279 As a result, consumers are unable to allege concrete harms. 280 Many district courts
in the United States "have been generally unwilling (or, some would argue, unable) to find
a cognizable harm, a necessary predicate for 'standing."' 281 Consequently, corporations
have "had significant success pursuing this lack-of-standing legal theory and litigation
strategy." 282 For those few consumer lawsuits that do survive the early stages, "they
ultimately do not provide adequate deterrence for companies . . . as the average consumer
recovers less than two dollars through these civil lawsuits in response to data breaches." 2 83

D. The Increasingly Perplex "Mishmash Patchwork" of State Notification
Statutes

Theoretically, data breach-notification laws serve a deterrent function; in other
words, if companies are required to notify consumers and regulators if a breach occurs, this
might incentivize them to utilize adequate cybersecurity safeguards to ensure a breach does
not occur.28 4 However, to the extent that data breach-notification laws serve a useful
purpose, "it is unclear whether they actually prevent data breaches from occurring in the
future and are largely punitive in nature." 285 Thus, advocates for a uniform, federal
regulation urge that policymakers should question whether compliance with nearly fifty
separate breach notification laws is the most efficient use of a company's time in the days
after a data breach." 286 This is because a patchwork of state data breach notification laws
complicates and raises the cost of cyber-incident response, a concern long raised by the
private sector.287 Ultimately, a key challenge for organizations that suffer a data breach is
that they must, during a crisis, ascertain legal exposure to potentially dozens of state
laws.288 Consequently, they must weigh the costs of potential regulatory action in dozens
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of states against the business risk of disclosing a security incident before it is verified or
fully understood. 28 9

Ultimately, this "patchwork" results in "increased confusion, costs, compliance
issues, and, arguably, disincentivizes companies from disclosing," whereas a national data
breach regulation with uniform notification requirements would help companies create
better risk management policies.290 Advocating for a uniform, risk-based approach to data
breach notifications that would preempt state laws, Kevin Richards, senior vice president
for federal government affairs with the trade group, TechAmerica, explains that "while
many businesses have managed to adapt to these various laws, a properly defined data
breach notification standard would go a long way to guide organizations on how to address
cyber threats in their risk management policies." 291 Additionally, he urges that it would
help prevent breaches and give guidance on how best to respond if an organization should
fall victim to a breach caused by an attack. 2 92 Central to that system would be a common
definition of the types of data compromised that would trigger the notification requirement,
as that would aid in addressing the complex state of notifications. 2 93

Also adding to the complexity of overlapping state laws is the question of
applicability. Debbie Matties, vice president of privacy with CTIA, a trade group
representing the wireless industry, described how telecom providers, in particular, struggle
with compliance when a breach occurs, which could affect subscribers on a family plan
who are often in different states, 294 explaining that:

Most data breaches impact consumers in multiple states ... And electronic
data is rarely segmented by state, so under current law, the question
becomes, which state laws should apply? The state in which the consumer
resides? The state in which the breach occurred? Or the state in which the
vulnerability existed and was exploited? 295

V. WHAT THE PROPOSED FEDERAL REGULATION SHOULD PROVIDE

The most effective way to protect cybersecurity is to ensure that network owners take
responsibility for security and effectively implement good security practices. 296 Individual
companies have a responsibility to protect personal information, but federal legislation and
a uniform cybersecurity regulatory framework are necessary to give regulators and
consumers the tools they need to ensure that corporations "put consumer financial safety
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above their bottom-line." 297 Thus, the framework should include appropriate penalties,
provide for a corporate public duty, create a national cybersecurity agency, empower that
agency to set cybersecurity standards, and provide for liability when those standards are
not followed.

1. Appropriate Penalties

Legislation should impose appropriate penalties in the event of a breach of consumer
data.2 98 For example, currently, the federal government cannot issue fines against credit
reporting agencies when they fail to protect personal information and put consumer safety
and financial security at risk, even when, like Equifax, they do so "despite having ample
warning of problems." 299 As a result, the FTC has requested legislation that would "allow
the FTC to seek civil penalties," because these penalties would "help ensure effective
deterrence of cybersecurity breaches." 300 The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau also
supports such legislation, claiming that "federal laws that are applicable to data security
have not kept pace with technological and cybersecurity developments . .. it is imperative
for Congress to take steps to ensure that the regulatory framework is adequate to meet the
challenges posed by cybersecurity threats." 301

2. Public Duty to Society

Currently, there is an emerging specific application of the duty of care as related
to information technology which requires directors "to provide 'reasonable' or
'appropriate' physical, technical and administrative security measures to ensure the
confidentiality, integrity and availability of corporate data."3 0 2 Because corporate risk-
taking in relation to corporate cybersecurity can impact the public in addition to impacting
investors, to the extent needed to avoid public harm, corporate officers should be required
to run the firm as agents not only for the investors but also for the public.30 3 They, therefore,
should have not only a private corporate governance duty to investors but also a public
corporate governance duty to society not to engage in excessive risk-taking.304

Consequently, corporate officers who breach this duty should then be subject to personal
liability for breach of their principal-agent relationship as "it makes sense to penalize
[corporate officers] for causing their firms to engage in risk-taking that would benefit the
firm's investors but harm the greater society."305

3. A National Cybersecurity Agency-Microsoft's "White Paper"
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According to Microsoft, there is widespread acknowledgement in the information
systems management community that the laws regarding information security and privacy
need to be changed. 306 Notably, the laws need to be coordinated and centralized at the
federal level "to bring standardization and rationalization to what is often a patchwork of
state laws." 307 In advocating for the building of a national cybersecurity agency,
Microsoft's white paper highlights some particularly effective approaches to structuring a
national cybersecurity agency.

First, a single national cybersecurity agency should be appointed because having
a centralized authority will help establish "a horizontal baseline of cybersecurity best
practices" which the "different sector-specific verticals" can build off of 308 Second, that
agency should be provided with a clear mandate as it is important that all stakeholders have
a clear expectation of what the mandate is, so they know what to expect and whom to talk
to.309 Third, the national cybersecurity agency must have appropriate statutory powers.310

Microsoft points out that, currently, most national cybersecurity agencies are established
not by statute but by the delegation of existing powers by other parts of government.311 The
issue this creates is that the delegation of existing powers, which may be subject to multiple
underlying regulations, may not be sufficient to provide the national cybersecurity agency
with all the powers it would require to effectively carry out its new functions. 312 Fourth,
there should be the implementation of a five-part organizational structure.313 This structure
allows for "multifaceted interaction across internal government, regulatory stakeholders,
and external stakeholders" from the public and private sectors, as well as the international
arena. 314 In particular, this structure would address one of the core challenges governments
have faced-how to reconcile mandatory reporting of cyber-incidents with the voluntary
and bi-directional exchange of information about cyber-threats .315 Fifth, the agency should
expect to evolve and adapt.316 Given the pace of technology development, the
unavoidability of change will require the agency "to evolve and adapt over time if it is to
continue to fulfill its mandate."317 Microsoft asserts that a strong national cybersecurity
agency can help governments manage all the different aspects of cybersecurity governance.

Given clear ownership and power across the various functional areas it is
expected to oversee, and equipped with the necessary capabilities and
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resources, a national cybersecurity agency can deliver not only for those
who make the policy but also for those who take the policy, be they critical
infrastructure providers, businesses, public sector organizations, or even
other regulators.318

4. Regulating Cybersecurity Standards

Legislation should set strict cybersecurity standards and empower the
cybersecurity agency to update and monitor these standards.319 No single agency currently
has the appropriate authority to both establish basic cybersecurity requirements and
monitor companies' adherence to those standards, 320 the detrimental consequences of
which is evidenced by the Equifax breach. As Senator Warren's report stated, "Equifax
didn't just fall victim to a sophisticated attacker; Equifax failed to provide basic security
for the personal information belonging to millions of Americans." 32 1 Therefore, Congress
should empower the cybersecurity agency to establish requirements for fundamental
cybersecurity measures.32 2 Performing regular patching and paying close attention to
vulnerability reports have always been a best practice, and neglecting them is a known
cause of breaches.3 23 Thus, as Senator Warren's report stated, "if a company like Equifax
has a breach and the agency finds that they were not following the appropriate standards,
such as the above mentioned ones, the penalties should be increased for every consumer
exposed in the breach" to make sure corporations take the security of consumer data
seriously. 32 4 Senator Warren's report stated, "Equifax and other corporations have taken
advantage of consumers for years, collecting their data and turning a huge profit while
failing to adequately protect that data. These practices will not change without federal
legislation that forces Equifax and its peers to put appropriate emphasis on protecting
consumer data."3 25

5. Corporate and Individual Liability

Lastly, consistent with previous years' findings, it was found that 93% of the
reported breaches through Q3 2017 were avoidable.3 26 Of the reported breaches, 52% were
the result of actual hacks, while 11% "were due to lack of internal controls resulting in
employees' accidental or malicious events."3 2 7 Therefore, to more effectively motivate top
management to act in a socially beneficial manner, specifically to invest adequate resources
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in information security and privacy, the law must consistently hold top management
personally liable for harms caused to third parties that result from inadequate information
security and privacy investment decisions.328 Thus, in cases where it is found that corporate
leadership knowingly failed to safeguard consumer data or acted negligently or recklessly
by failing to follow best practices in data protection or by disregarding notifications of
weaknesses in information systems, federal law should provide for corporate criminal
liability and, in appropriate cases, individual liability.

6. Argument for Corporate Criminal Liability and Individual Liability

The rationale for criminal liability only attaching in cases of negligence or
recklessness is that, regardless of an organization's security posture, there is no "perfect
security."329 Yet, on the other hand, there is no excuse not to implement fundamental
security best practices. 330 All organizations must plan for inevitable attacks and loss of
critical data.331 By recognizing risks, planning ahead, and instilling a culture of security
and privacy in the entire organization, losses and their impact can be minimized. 332 Thus,
just as the common law related to negligence and recklessness does not presuppose that
people will always be protected, "[1]ikewise, it is realistic to believe that information
security and privacy systems will, from time to time, be compromised or otherwise become
dysfunctional." 333 Therefore, "rather than demanding perfection," the law related to
negligence and recklessness "establishes a duty of care and determines whether a
reasonable person would have acted as the defendant acted under the same
circumstances."334 In sum, federal regulation should provide for corporate criminal liability
when the elements of criminal negligence 335 are met and the New York Central Hudson
Test for imposing corporate criminal liability is satisfied. 336
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330 Id.
331 Id.
332 Id.
333 Wood, supra note 237, at 109.
334 Id.
331 Under the Model Penal Code, a person acts with criminal negligence with respect to a result or
to a circumstance described in a statute defining an offense when he fails to perceive a substantial
and unjustifiable risk that such result will occur or that such circumstance exists. The risk must be
of such a nature and degree that the failure to perceive it constitutes a gross deviation from the
standard of care that a reasonable person would observe in the situation. The carelessness required
for criminal negligence is appreciably more serious than that for ordinary civil negligence, and the
carelessness must be such that its seriousness would be apparent to anyone who shares the
community's general sense of right and wrong. 2 NEW YORK EVIDENCE PROOF OF CASES Criminal
Negligence § 17:31, Westlaw (database updated Dec. 2018); see also MODEL PENAL CODE
§2.02(2)(d) (AM. LAw INST. 2017).
336 In New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Co. v. United States, the Supreme Court ruled
that a corporation is criminally liable if (1) its agent commits a criminal act (2) within the scope of
his employment (3) with the intent to benefit the corporation. N.Y. Cent. & Hudson River R.R. v.
United States, 212 U.S. 481, 493 (1909). Scope of employment, "does not require specific
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VI. CONCLUSION

In sum, because of the unique challenges and diversity of harms presented by
cybercrime, cybersecurity would be best served by a uniform federal cybersecurity
regulation instead of the "patchwork" of state statutes. Additionally, public policy reasons,
such as the diversity of harms resulting from cyber breaches, further support the
recommendation that a uniform federal cybersecurity regulation should in certain cases
provide for corporate criminal liability and individual liability. This is because a regulatory
model based on coercion and deterrence assumes robust government oversight through
"extensive government monitoring and inspections coupled with penalties for observed
violations. 337 The penalties for noncompliance, therefore, must be sufficiently severe to
encourage companies to invest in compliance and, in many cases, forego potential
revenue. 338

directives from the board or president for every corporate action; it is enough that the type of
conduct (making contracts, driving the delivery truck) is authorized." Benefit to the corporation is
satisfied if the agent was motivated at least in part by intent to benefit the corporation. STEVEN
MARK LEVY, FEDERAL MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATION: BANKING, CORPORATE & SECURITIES
COMPLIANCE § 19.08 (2d ed. 2018).
337 Kosseff, supra note 11, at 1001.
338 Id. at 1002.
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